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And now we also have 

AVF treatment experience 

after surgical thrombectomy.
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Iatrogenic arteriovenous fistula may be one of the complications of CLTI treatment.

In some cases, arteriovenous shunt completely steals arterial blood flow distal to the fistula (complete 
still-syndrome). Such situations make it necessary to eliminate the arteriovenous shunt to restore 
blood flow to the foot to stop CLTI.

Let me present the experience of treating 3 patients, where stenting of the artery at the fistula site with 
a coronary drug eluting stent (DES) was used as the primary treatment strategy.



Treatment approaches to iaterogenic AVF BTK according to the 
literature:

1) prolonged balloon tamponade  

2) stent-graft implantation

3) bare-metal balloon-expandable stent (BMS) implantation

4) destructive intervention – donor artery coils embolization 
(if there is at least one BTK artery to the foot

5) formation of a new dissection canal (with subintimal recanalization) to collapse 
the AVF`s donor canal 

6) leaving without correction to maintain the patency of the femoropopliteal segment reconstruction



I could not find references in the literature about: 

1) DES implantation (for AVF treatment)

2) AVF`s vein embolozation



Why not covered DES stent?

• When AVF appears, the artery collapses immediately distal to the fistula.

My goals of DES implantanion: 

1) elimination of arterial collapse;

2) displacement of the tissues of the arterial wall with a stent to reduce the size of the defect;

3) delayed continued reduction in defect size due to stent endothelialization

4) to keep other AVF occlusion options  possible

5) good long-term patency of the artery after DES



DES stenting in our practice has a low incidence of restenotic occlusions. 

Therefore, we trust the strategy of using DES in the BTK arteries.

Situations of using DES in rutine practice: 

1) no blood flow after isolated balloon angioplasty in the significant artery;

2) limited blood flow in the artery due to severe residual stenosis, thrombosis or dissection, which creates a high 
risk of reocclusion of the significant artery in the very near future, which can destroy the benefit of complex 
revascularization.



DES stenting as a first-line strategy for iatrogenic BTK AVF saves other AVF 
occlusion options are possible:

1) AVF vein embolization

2) stent-graft implantation (with less restenosis and reocclusion risk)



• Patient 1

• 83-year-old female with СLTI of left leg, Rutherford 5  

Before

After

AVF ATA in 14 days

After PTA BTK 
and DES ATA



• Patient 2

• 62-year-old male with СLTI of right leg, Rutherford 5

Before
Peroneal AVF
after PTA

After PTA BTK and peroneal DES



• Patient 3

• 70-year-old male with СLTI of right leg, Rutherford 5

AVF after 
surgical 
thrombectomy

Successful PTA 
only posterior tibial

AVF after 
3months;
CLTI recurrence

DES to ATA,
coils to vein

AVF after  
4months (7m at all);
CLTI recurrence

After graft-stent



• FOLLOW UP

• from 1 month to 1 year

• no CLTI recurrence



MY TAKE-HOME MESSAGES:

• DES stenting of the artery at the AVF site can be effective in some cases as a monostrategy

• DES stenting saves the possibility of other treatment strategies for AVF occlusion in the second stage

• DES stenting offers hope for longer-term patency of the artery than graft stenting

DES stenting of BTK AVF can be an option as first line strategy. 

But more data is needed.
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Thank you for attention!
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